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HEMA Safety Rules and Recommendations

HEMA: Safe conduct of classes
Historical European Martial Arts (HEMA) is the serious study and live application of combat
techniques from the early Medieval period, through the Renaissance, to the late nineteenth
century. 

HEMA is not a fantasy activity like LARP (Live Action Role-Playing), it is not historical re-
enactment, nor is it choreographed stage fighting. It should be treated the same as other 
martial arts such as boxing, karate, ju-jitsu and the like. This means a constant and strict 
regard for the risk of injury, with appropriate steps (instruction, donning protective gear) to 
mitigate and minimise such risk. 

As such classes will be conducted in an environment that is:

Safe in respect of the techniques as demonstrated and taught

Open in that anyone participating is empowered to call a halt on safety grounds at any 
time; they may question the legitimacy or safety of any part of a lesson or drill; they may 
decline to participate in any lesson or drill that they themselves feel is beyond their ability 
or capacity to execute safely (for themselves or others).

Considered in respect of the abilities, knowledge and physical capabilities of the students.

In practical terms this means:

• You should not be asked to execute any drill considered beyond your knowledge or 
capabilities, or to carry it out at the wrong intensity, or without proper safety gear.

• If you ever feel unsafe - speak up. Lower the intensity and speed until you are 
comfortable and not fearing for your safety. 

• If you still feel unsafe at any time, stop what you're doing and say thanks but no. Be
absolutely certain on this and never give way under peer pressure on basic 
personal safety.

• Your training partner is exactly that; your partner, not your enemy, both you and they
should recognise the need to dial back the intensity of a drill if it is getting too hard, 
fast, or beginning to slide towards dangerous play likely to cause an injury.

We do this for fun: look after each other, be safe.
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HEMA Safety Rules and Recommendations

HEMA: Protective gear
You may be familiar with the all-white kit worn by sports fencers. Historical combat, 
however, demands greater protection against hits from heavier metal or nylon weapons.

HEMA clubs and competitions will each set their own standards for protective gear; the 
amount of protection worn in classes and training sessions will also vary according to the 
intensity and the weapons used. 

We don't subscribe to the more macho approach that somehow protective gear is for 
wimps; the safety of oneself and of fellow participants is a shared responsibility and no-
one wants avoidable injuries that put at risk family and work responsibilities. 

No matter how confident and competent instructors and students may be, accidents will 
happen, so to save embarrassment, loss of earnings and time at A&E, we recommend the 
safety gear described in the following pages.

There is an on-going debate about the merits of steel over nylon over wooden weapons for
training and sparring. There is no simple, objective scale dictating the safety equipment 
required for each type; there is no quantifiable scale of risk for each type; therefore no 
specific protective gear should be discarded simply for the type of weapon being used.

General requirements for protective kit
It is up to the instructors and students to decide at what intensity the activity requires 
protective kit. Ultra-slow motion drills with certain weapons and techniques may be 
comfortably carried out without kit. Wherever there is higher risk, then protective gear 
should be worn as a matter of routine.

For medium intensity drills, realistic hitting drills on target, or ANY level of sparring, 
appropriate kit should be worn. This generally means no exposed bare skin, including at 
the nape of the neck, the back of the shins, the palms, and the wrists.

Cuts, scrapes and bruises are NOT a necessary part of studying HEMA; repeated drills 
with certain weapons and techniques, even at the lowest intensity, may recommend the 
wearing of some protective kit; for example, dagger disarms where wooden weapons may 
likely bruise the wrists and forearms.

Specific recommendations for protective kit and weapons
As the market for HEMA products expands, there is an increasing number of suppliers, 
both UK-based and overseas, supplying equipment of varying quality.

The club instructors will be able to indicate certain preferred lines and suppliers.

Note that West Devon Swords has a trade account with The Knight Shop (and subsidiary 
brands The HEMA Shop, The Sword Shop and others), and can arrange purchase of 
some items at discount against retail list prices.

Wholly subjective, partial and non-binding advice may be offered by instructors in 
response to questions about particular lines or suppliers. Students are in no way obliged to
act on it. West Devon Swords is under no obligation to accept particular kit or weapons 
into club sessions, subject to the safety checks outlined in this document.
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HEMA Safety Rules and Recommendations

Protective items
Fencing mask 

FIE 350N or 1600N masks. The N or
Newton rating is for the bib more than the
mesh. Masks must not show signs of
distress or damage, particularly dents,
rust, broken mesh, or especially tears in
the bib. Mask top/side covers are not
required, but are recommended for sabre
and longsword.

Back of head protection 

For intense sparring or passing exercises which expose the back of the
head to hits, the back of the head needs to be covered by a solid, rigid
protector, without significant gaps.

Throat protection 

A solid throat guard ('gorget') covering the front of
the throat should be worn, ideally with an extension
covering the collar-bone and top of the shoulders.
This should be worn under any protective jacket.

Of the types available, the shape, area, fit and
breathability of the materials vary widely.

Chest protector

Required for women and recommended for men. Worn under
the jacket or gambeson, a standard polypropylene one-piece
chest protector will defend against thrusts and heavy hits to the
trunk of the body.

For intense sparring, a similar stomach guard for the abdomen
should be considered.
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HEMA Safety Rules and Recommendations

Jacket

Either a well-padded HEMA jacket, or a sports fencing jacket
with significant other protection such as moto-cross padding or
solid chest guards, or coaching vest. Modern HEMA and
fencing jackets have a folded-over collar as a blade-catcher at
the throat; otherwise a “Polish apron” or similar guard to
prevent the blade sliding under the mask bib must be worn. 

For sabre and longsword, the jacket should cover the points of
the hip, or else padded sports trousers (BMX, martial arts or
similar) or a SPES padded skirt must be worn. 

Gambesons without gaps under the arms or at fastening
points are allowed.

Moto-cross and BMX suits designed for road traffic accidents and gravel-rash are not 
generally recommended as a) they are generally too tight-fitting and restrict movement and
b) there are significant gaps in the plates in areas likely to be hit by weapons.

Elbows

Solid protective pads across the back, inside
and outside of the elbows; arm guards should be
worn for longsword and sabre. Also
recommended for rapier and dagger.

The all-in-one SPES arm and elbow guards are
adjustable and work well.

Knees

Solid protection including the sides of the knee is required for all
weapons. Note the popular choice of lightweight 'brush-cutters'
do not always provide complete protection for the knees.

Shins and forearms

Solid protection is required for longsword and sabre.
Recommended for rapier.

Groin guard 

Definite requirement for men, recommended for women.

Gloves

For longsword and sabre, thick fencing gloves with
no, or very limited, gaps at the fingers – such as
SPES heavy gloves or sparring gloves. Metal
gauntlets are not allowed for sparring. Unmodified
cricket, hockey or lacrosse gloves are not suitable for
longsword but are allowed for sabre. Finger-tip
protectors are recommended for all weapons. For
rapier, sports fencing gloves are allowed, but it is
recommended to wear padded coaching-type gloves
or better.
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HEMA Safety Rules and Recommendations

Weapon safety
Weapons may be provided for classes and will be fit for purpose at the start of the class. In
cases where there are insufficient weapons to go around, weapons of a similar type, 
weight and length may be substituted at the instructor's discretion.

Where students have their own weapons, the instructors reserve the right to withdraw 
personal kit from the session if it is deemed unsafe (criteria below). Note that similar to all 
HEMA tournaments that are conducted on a “Bring Your Own Sword” basis,  weapons may
be judged unfit according to the organisers' criteria at any given session.

Weapons (steel, nylon and wood) are to be checked for flexibility, wear, bend, signs of 
damage. Weapons may not be used if, after a serious deformation, either cannot be 
straightened, or will not retain the correct shape and stiffness after straightening.

Metal weapons 
Weapon tips and edges should be filled smooth to remove jags and burrs. Tips may be 
rolled, or button blunts, or rounded off capped with rubber archery blunts. Home-made roll-
tips (“blued” or blackened through after-market heat treatment) may not pass fit for use.

Blades should be forged from EN45 sprung steel  and hardened to at least 48HRC on the 
Rockwell scale for training, 55-65 HRC for sparring. 

Blade construction should include a solid tang, regardless of the method of fixing the 
pommel (threaded or peened). Welded or 'rat-tail' tangs are NOT acceptable for HEMA 
training. If in doubt, check with the manufacturer, or else the weapon should be 
disassembled for inspection. 

NOTE that most 'decorative' or display (including most 'museum quality') weapons are 
NOT suitable for HEMA training or sparring.

Weapons should not be loose or rattle in the cross-guard, hilt or pommel, leading to an 
increased risk of failure. If the weapon cannot be tightened to stop rattles or loosening of 
the components, it should not be used.

There should not be a significant off-set in the blade off-centre of the hilt which may signal 
incorrect assembly or a weakness of the blade at the shoulder.

Recommendations of particular manufacturers' products do not guarantee a pass against 
our safety criteria.

Nylon weapons
Nylon or polypropylene weapons sold as HEMA, waster or “training” weapons should in 
general be fit for use in class or sparring, subject to the safety checks outlined above. 
Edges should also be filed flat of jags or burs. Excessive bend, offset or floppiness which 
cannot be corrected or reset indicates the weapon being unfit for use.
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Wooden weapons
Wooden weapons sold as HEMA, waster or 'training' weapons should in general be fit for 
use in class or sparring. These are made from hardwoods. This excludes most items sold 
from toys and games departments made of softwoods, liable to splinter or snap.

Wooden weapons should be inspected for roughened edges, splinters and cracks, and 
planed or filed appropriately.

Matching weapons in training
For safety (and to minimise wear and damage) material types should be matched in 
training and sparring; that is, metal-to-metal, nylon-to-nylon, wood-to-wood.

Metal weapons -  specifications
Sabre

“Gymnasium” sabres with roll tips are allowed. 85cm blade length. Max. weight 900g. 

Longsword 

“Federschwert” type sparring longswords with either widened tips or roll tips. Maximum 
length 140cm. Maximum weight 1800g. Side rings of reasonable size are allowed. Cross-
guards and schilts must be well rounded!

Rapier 

Swept-hilt rapiers are allowed at the user's own liability. Cup hilts or Pappenheimer guards 
offer additional hand protection. Maximum blade length is 43 inches, but most club 
weapons will be 37 inches. 

Daggers 

Sail hilts are recommended for additional hand protection. Maximum blade length is 45cm.
Tips as per rapier. Hanwei dagger blades are not allowed owing to a record of failures. No 
cut-down sports fencing blades are allowed as daggers.

Sidesword

Up to 38”/96cm blade. Complex hilts are allowed. Tips as per rapier.

Buckler 

Nylon or metal/wood with metal boss, 14”/35cm maximum diameter. No spiked edges or 
bosses; safe edges are required – rolled metal or leather rimmed wood. Edges should be 
filed smooth to remove jags or burs.
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